
 

 

 Anti-Surveillance tips for SmartPhones:  keeping your Contacts and Movements private 

 Tip Note 

1 Threat Model Think carefully about what you are trying to protect, from 
whom, how bad the consequences of a privacy failure are, 
the persistence and resources of likely attackers – family 
members, workmates etc. likely more of a threat than GCHQ 
or NSA 

2 Update Android or iOS to latest 
version 

Sadly only Google Nexus Android phones are ever up to date 
with security patches. 

3 Turn On Encryption Apple iPhone and latest Android are encrypted by default. 
Older versions of Android need manual intervention 

4 Use a Passphrase not a short 
PIN 

There are robots which can brute force short PIN codes on 
lost, stolen or police seized phones. Set an AlphaNumeric 
Pass Phrase at least 12 characters long 

5 Turn Off Biometrics: Face / 
Fingerprint / Voice 

Especially before crossing  Borders or if kettled at a protest 
march or demo where physical force may be used against 
you to unlock your phone. 

6 Disable VoiceMail or set a 
strong PIN 

Milly Dowler voicemail hacking scandal. Also a vector for 
Social Media password reset attacks 

7 Turn Off Apps using 
Accelerometers / Gyroscopes 

Can’t turn these off in Android / iOS – need to disable e.g. 
Fitness App when you want privacy 

8 Aeroplane Mode Turns off Mobile Phone calls & texts & data but Wifi & 
Bluetooth & NFC can usually be manually turned back on in 
Aeroplane Mode. GPS Location usually not turned off so 
Fitness Apps etc. may still track you and upload a log of your 
locations when Mobile Data or WiFi are re-enabled 

9 Anonymity loves crowds - but 
Co-Traveller analysis 

Snowden documents revealed NSA, GCHQ track mobile 
phones and access to e.g. Airport WiFi in bulk to try to spot 
Co-Travellers people travelling together but pretending to be 
strangers (or tracking spies or criminal targets). Google, 
FaceBook, Advertisers & Transport for London etc. are also 
doing this. Switch off your SmartPhone when travelling. 

10 SIM Card swaps ? Both your SIM Card phone number AND the handset serial 
number IMEI (display with *#06#) are sent with every 
interaction with the Mobile Network – accessible by Police. 
Swapping SIMs does allow multiple Social Media accounts to 
be set up – Google, Facebook etc. can’t see IMEI 

11 Turn Off WiFi / Bluetooth / NFC 
& AirDrop 

Saves battery power and privacy. N.B. iPhone switches these 
back on at 5am if only turned off via Control Center rather 
than Settings 

12 Forget Home / Work / Free 
saved WiFi Networks & BT 
Devices 

Your home WiFi Router SSID may have a unique serial 
number e.g. VM123456 which will continue to be periodically 
sent as a WiFi Probe Request when you are out of range – 
easily tracked by hackers, advertisers, TfL etc. 

13 Change name of your Phone to 
something without your name 
in it 

WiFi hotspot or Bluetooth paired SmartPhones often 
transmit a real name e.g. “David’s iPhone”  - helps in fraud or 
social engineering attacks  

14 Reset Advertising Identifiers Change these regularly on IOS or Android to muddy the 
tracking of your phone by Advertisers (App dependent). N.B. 
these are  deliberately hidden several levels down in the 
privacy settings menus  



 

 

15 Virtual Private Networks and / 
or Tor 

VPN useful to hide your home / work IP address from 
websites. Can help with state censorship e.g. China, Saudi 
Arabia, also copyright enforcement e.g. viewing latest Netflix 
from USA rather than blocked in UK. Costs same as another 
ISP subscription so consider setting up a cheap Raspberry Pi 
VPN  Server at home. Tor can give more anonymity for free 
but some sites block i. 

16 Leaving your phone at home ? Usually, but not always, a good idea if you are going to a 
private meeting. If you are already under other surveillance, 
this can be construed as “suspicious” ! 

17 Is Turning Off a SmartPhone 
Suspicious ? 

If two phones in the same Cell location are both turned off  
and then turned back on again almost together, this screams 
“private meeting” to Location Data analysts. Turn your phone 
off back on at least 2 cells away from a private meeting – a 
couple of blocks in a City, at least 35 Km away in a rural area. 

18 But is your SmartPhone really 
off ? 

Set an alarm and watch your seemingly powered off 
SmartPhone awake from a low power state. 
Take out the battery to be sure. If not e.g. iPhone then 3 or 4 
layers of aluminium cooking foil acts as a cheap Faraday 
Cage. 

19 Fake Contacts Pad out your few important Contacts with bland fake ones so 
they are not easily remembered by casual snoopers. Avoid 
any Celebrities or e.g. “Chinese Embassy” which will attract 
attention.  

20 Secure Deletion of Messages, 
Files, Photos etc. 

Hard to do against forensic data recovery especially on Flash 
media. Use Encryption & Apps to overwrite dummy files 
which fill up empty space 

21 Remote Wipe Useful if phone is lost, stolen or seized by Police but only 
works if Location Services are enabled i.e. you are being 
tracked by Google / Apple as well as the Mobile Network 

22 Backup to the cloud or not ? Good for Security against loss of data, but a legal backdoor 
for law enforcement etc. even if your SmartPhone handset is 
securely encrypted. Do not back up a burner phone. 

23 Disable Location Services & 
FindMyPhone 

Use a printed map. Not good for Location privacy or 
protection against pattern of life Hostile Reconnaissance. 
FindMyPhone may be useful to alert your friends where you 
have been taken if you are arrested at a protest. 

24 End to End Encrypted 
Messenger Apps - Signal, 
WhatsApp, Telegram 

Signal with Disappearing Messages is most secure. WhatsApp 
more widely used. Telegram not encrypted by default but can 
have 200,000 users in a channel e.g. Hong Kong protest 

25 Burner Phones Compartmentalise your online life. Keep separate Personal & 
Work phones. Get disposable, unregistered, prepaid SIM 
burner phones for cash, for private contacts e.g. business, 
journalistic  or illicit. Ideally never have the burner phone 
switched on at home or work or in the same Cell as your 
Personal or Work phone. Get multiple burners for each illicit 
/ private contact  
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